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Comments: Dear Supervisor Stelle and Shelli Mavor,

 

I must respond to this message (see below) sent to the Condon community from "Shelli."

(Good to know we are all on a first name basis now!)

 

I attended the meeting at Holland Lake Lodge (9/8/22)….the supposed meeting…and know of the exchanges at

the meeting on 9/30 concerning the boat ramp at Holland Lake.

 

NOONE spoke of agreeing to what is written here.

"We are happy with just reducing the project by 50%?  Just moving the cabins back a bit from shoreline?  Etc

etc".   Did one person say this; did any one person actually say this?  "Many of you"? How many, exactly?  Do

you have documentation of such?

I think not.

 

This again is your misrepresentation of the proposed Holland Lake Lodge "expansion" and feedback that you

have received, blatant disregard for what the public is saying; trying to twist words to support your inappropriate

and questionable defense of this proposal.

 

I have read all 5,520 of the letters you have received to date

Have you?

Maybe…and, I mean, maybe, 20 are in support of this proposal.

Another 100 or so, a small %, have agreed that the Lodge and cabins do need some improvements…WITHIN

THE EXISTING FOOTPRINTS!

 

No one, seriously no one, has remotely agreed or implied they are comfortable with what Shelli is claiming in her

message and that this is the Condon community's response.

It is total fabrication!

 

98% (at a minimum) of the 5,520 have all clearly said….NO!

We do not support this proposal nor want POWDR anywhere near HLL or Holland Lake.

 

Please read these comments and listen!

Please take to heart what is being said.

 

And, please, do not tell us lies!  Please do not pretend or purport that it is just "we do not understand" the

process or how great POWDR will be.  That is very condescending, and frankly naively inaccurate.

 

We DO understand; I guess maybe more than you imagine.

We are fully informed about process, EIS, FS permits…and what POWDR has done in other communities and

wants to do here.

We are fully informed about the mission and duty of the Forest Service: Caring for the Land and Serving People.

 

LISTEN!

 

Thank you.

 



Excerpt from Letter from Shelli to Condon community: "I would also like you to know, I relayed some of your

specific project requests to Kurt on Thursday last week. I informed Kurt many of you are requesting the project

expansion be reduced to half, the cabins be moved further back from the shoreline, a reduction in size for the

new lodge, a request to move the new lodge off of the shoreline to a location back by the barn to reduce visibility

from the lake, and are interested to know how increasing the number of people in the area will impact the lake

and the Bob Marshall wilderness complex. Kurt appreciated the feedback!"  Sincerely, Shelli

 


